The nonadisbstic close-coupled theory of atomic collisions in a radiation field is generalized to include electron spin and is used to consider the weak-field Na -rare-gss (RG) optical collision Ns{ Siq2)+RG+nhv~Na{ P&)+RG+(n -1)he. The effects of detuning snd incident energy on the branching into the atomic Na 3p P3q2 and 3p I'lq2 states sre examined. The cross sections 0(j) are found to have a strong asymmetry between red snd blue detuning as well as s complex threshold snd resonance structure dependence on energy. A partial cross-section analysis of 0{j) shows a significant difference between contributions from states of e and f molecular parity. The theoretically calculated detuning dependence of the branching ratio into each fine-structure state is in good agreement with available experimental data for Na-Ar, Na-Ne, and Na-He, as well as the total absorption coefficient for the production of Na 3p atoms. The fine-structure branching ratio for thermal energy collisions shows considerable variation with a rare-gas collision partner, due to the different interaction potentials. For sufficiently high collision energy, the branching approaches a recoil limit which is independent of collision partner.
I. INTRODUCTION For some time, there has been considerable interest in studying nonadiabatic effects in atomic and molecular collisions. These effects play an essential role in determining final-state distributions in the usual elastic or inelastic scattering between atoms or molecules. More recently, emphasis has been placed on the role of nonadiabatic coupling in determining final-state distributions in photoionization, molecular dissociation, and collisional redistribution of hght. ' These processes have been broadly termed photofragmentation.
The final-state distributions of the photofragments may be conveniently described in terms of the multipoles produced among various final states accessible to the system.
In this paper, we consider spin-orbit effects in far-wing collisional redistribution of light for Na -rare-gas systems. In particular, we compute the total cross section o(j) for production of each fine-structure state of the Na 3p multiplet by optical collisions~ith He, Ne, and Ar.
We find that the cross sectian o(j) depends strongly on the interatomic potentials, the degree of detuning from resonance, and the scattering energy. Similar Hund's-case basis sets. We follow this by discussing nonadiabatic collision dynamics in terms of a distortedwave analysis of the radiative scattering matrix. '4 A. Nonsdiabstic collision dynamics:
Molecular basis sets snd nonsdiabstic mixing
Consider the absorption of light during a strong col- One important feature of our postulated conditions (absorption into a region of uncoupled, or adiabatic, molecular states) is the unitarity of N . '" Therefore, the X factors in (6) disappear when a suinmation over final states is taken:
The total absorption coefficient (or equivalently, the total cross section), while is proportional to the sum in (7) Thus, Eq. (7), based on the factorization (4) Another simple approximation to N is to use the recoil limit, which is a "sudden*' approximation, applicable at large fragment separation velocity. This limit has been extensively studied recently by Singer et 
Parity dependence
The total cross section o(j) can be calculated from the sum of partial cross sections for each branch and initial parity. We find that for each branch (P, Q, R) the partial cross section depends strongly on parity, Fig. 4 (Fig. 1) , we see that the diabatic transition probability increases with J for f parity, but decreases for e parity. The J dependence of the e-f parity differences in cr(j) obtained from this model is in general qualitative agreement with the numerical close-coupling calculations. The A H3/2 A H]/2 iotational coupling is not parity dependent.
Energy dependence E and the recoil limit
The energy dependence of K(j) is presented in Fig. 5 for a blue detuning of 100 cm '. The total E(1/2)+E(3/2) is constant at high E in accordance with the predictions of the quasistatic theory. " The cross section itself decreases with increasing E since it is proportional to 1/v. " Physically, this decrease can be considered to be due to a decrease in the average collision time, with a corresponding decrease in the probability of photon absorption during the collision.
The E(j) for blue detuning vary smoothly with E.
There is some resonance structure (not shown) at very small E associated with resonances (quasibound levels) in the shallow XX and BX potentials. However, E(j) for red detuning (not shown} exhibits a considerable amount of complex structure at low E due to the increased importance of quasibound levels for the deeper A II potentials. At sufficiently high separation velocities, the recoil limit should predict the fine-structure branching ratio. In this limit, the branching r taio"E(1 /2)/K( 3/2), for our case will be 0.5, irrespective of collision partner. We expect this to occur when the separation time hR, /U is much shorter than a characteristic time of spin-orbit coupling, say fi/b, E. Here b,R, is some characteristic separation distance from the case-(a) absorption region to the separated atoms and we take AE to be the asymptotic 8(b, ) for b, =100 cm ' using the potentials for Na-Ar, but the reduced mass of Na-He. These results are also shown in Fig. 7 where we see that in fact the recoil limit is approached for much lower velocity and the departures from the recoil limit are smaller than for the normal calculation with the Na-Ar reduced mass. The same effect is found for red detuning. Note that this result is consistent with the photodissociation calculation of Singer et al. ' for Na-H. Although the Na-H potentials are much different than those for the Na-RG molecules, they found that the recoil limit for the Na P branching ratio was reached for about 200 cm ' of separation kinetic energy. For a larger detuning of 6=300 cm ' the interference was greatly decreased and the recoil limit approached more closely.
Branching ratios and total cross sections
The normalized absorption coefficient K(j ) for Na-Ar as a function of detuning (at energy E=200 cm ') is shown in Fig. 8 . The substantial difference between K(1/2) and K(3/2) as a function of b, and the strong red-blue asymmetry in these differences are indicative of the nonadiabatic mixing in the excited states. The asymrnetry may be brought out more clearly, and more readily compared to experiment, by calculating a branching ratio 8(b, )=K(l/2)/K(3/2). This is shown in Fig. 9 for E =200 cm '. The ratio is a direct measure of the relative population produced in the Na I &&2 and I 3/2 states.
For now we note that in an adiabatic limit 8(b, ) =0 for far-blue detuning (b,~~0), when excitation is to the 8 X state, while 8(h)=l for red detuning (6«0). In the recoil limit 8(h) =0.5 for either detuning. In Sec. III C we discuss, through comparisons of our results for Na-Ar, Na-Ne, and Na-He optical collisions, the sensitive dependence of the branching ratios on the interatomic potentials.
In Fig. 9 , we compare the branching ratio 8(h), at E=200 cm ', with recent experimental data. '
The overall agreement is quite good, particularly considering the energy dependence of TT(1/2) and cT(3/2). We also present in Fig. 9 The parity dependence of the partial cross sections for Na-He and Na-Ne is similar to that for Na-Ar, as shown in Fig. 10 . Here we see a strong red-blue asymmetry, but in a sense opposite to that for Na-Ar. Here for the blue wing K(3/2)~K(1/2) while generally K(1/2)-K(3/2) on the red wing. Those differences are clearly brought out in the branching ratios 8(b) for Na-He and Na-Ne optical collisions; these are presented in Fig. 11 this region.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we have carried out fully quantummechanical calculations of fine-structure branching cross sections for Na-He, Na-Ne, and Na-Ar optical collisions.
We obtain good agreement with available experimental data' ' and with previous Na-Ar calculations by Kulander et al. ' '" The calculations indicate that the recoil limit gives correct branching ratios for sufficiently high separation velocity and that, even for molecules with identical BO potentials, the approach to the recoil limit is mass dependent.
Low-velocity collisions show large departures from the simple recoil limit and from an adiabatic limit. These are a consequence of the detailed nonadiabatic dynamics and are a measure of the influence of the interatomic potentials and nonadiabatic couplings.
